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Woods Davy 
naturally “stoned” 

By Marie C. Aubert 

The exhibit at the Fond de la Cour gallery in Paris- the first of this artist in 
Europe- may cause the most Cartesian (logical) of us to stop in their tracks. 

For the past twenty-five years, Woods (his first name) Davy, Californian 
sculptor has been working with natural materials, most often integrating 

different types of stone in his numerous plays on equilibrium, reflecting a 
“western zen” sensibility.  Recognized since the eighties as a contemporary 
artist in a league of his own, he incorporates steel, tree trunks and naturally 
rounded stones- these, which span an array of colors including pink, grey, 

blue, green and beige, he gathers at low tide on beaches in Mexico-, 
breathing into his abstract sculptures an incredible power.  His creations –
outcroppings of stone resting upon or jutting out from forged steel bases- 

vacillate perpetually between balance and tension, defying mathematic laws, 
and creating a surprising rapport between opposing forces.  Davy blends 

ingenuity and passion in his art.  The stones seem to float in air, renouncing 
their own identity as if their weight no longer existed.  No tricks, no gags, 

and you’re not “seeing anything” either, they seem to be held in a precarious 
equilibrium.  “I am obliged to maintain a calm and focused energy when I’m 
working.”  And in fact, these notions characterize each piece.  Is his process 

logic-based?  Does he utilize advanced calculation for his aerial 
constructions?  “It’s an instinctual and exciting process, without 

preconceived notions of structure or arrangement,” he responds.   To believe 
him, just look at one of the works from his series ‘Cantamar’, evoking a 
feeling of total serenity.  Smooth stones, carefully chosen, are suspended, 

defying laws of gravity, a play on weightlessness, seeming to float like 
clouds.  Numerous prestigious artistic institutions and a large number of 

collectors know and appreciate the work of this unique and startling artist.  
Among them:  IBM, Xerox, Neutrogena, The Los Angeles County Museum 

of Art, The Palm Springs Desert Museum…. 
Which makes us wonder, for what (bad) reasons has his work only just now 
reached us!  Woods Davy could be considered one of the foremost “green” 
artists of his time; as this is his first one-person exhibition in Europe, please 
don’t wait any longer to discover this fresh approach to the “zen attitude”. 




